LIVE DEALER PROVIDER

KEY FACTORS

- More than 15 different Live Games! Including Auto SicBo, Unlimited BJ and Live Keno
- 6 different native language speaking tables streamed from 7 different studios around the globe! (English, Spanish, Russian, Turkish, Romanian and Bulgarian)
- Licensed in Belgium, Bulgaria, South Africa, Romania, Hungary and Curacao
- Multiple land basecasinos streaming Baccarat & Roulette – EzugiOTT (Over The Table) solution
  First ever OTT Roulette in Spain coming soon!
- Private Tables and Private Studio Remote Installation at competitive pricing
- First New Jersey Live Dealer
- BI Tool – Providing state of the art Business Intelligent Platform for effective decision making

WHY INTEGRATE WITH EZUGI NOW?

- Next Generation Games Ezugi 3.0 – Innovative, Exiting new UX/UI for all games
- New Ezugi flagship Live Dealer Studio in Bucharest - 10 private tables for Tier1 operator - Italian speaking dealers and extended amount of public tables
- Aggressive Compliance Roadmap for Q4, including: Italy, Spain, Denmark, Sweden